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GET IN TOUCH

ShotSpotter Gun Crime Management (GCMShotSpotter Gun Crime Management (GCM))

In our experience working closely with the ATF and CGIC units across 
the country, we recognize that there are four key components involved 
in an evidence-based approach to solving gun crime. These include: 

1. 
 Comprehensive  
Collection

2.  
Timeliness in 
Actions and 
Information

3.
Investigative  
Follow-Up

4.  
Feedback and  
outcomes

However, our partners recognize that there are currently major challenges, 
particularly in managing workflows that solve for investigative follow-up and 
feedback. Due to the difficulties involved in managing NIBIN leads manually 
in an RMS as well as in Excel spreadsheets, agencies can struggle to 
leverage collected NIBIN evidence. This leaves them unable to tie evidence 
together, track activities, or gain insight into resource allocation, which 
can result in lower clearance rates and higher levels of burnout.

ShotSpotter Gun Crime Management (GCM) is here to solve this. An 
extension of your Respond application, this solution makes it easier for 
you to collaborate with internal and external stakeholders as well as capture 
and quantify key information needed for a successful outcome.

GUN CRIME MANAGEMENT WITH SHOTSPOTTERGUN CRIME MANAGEMENT WITH SHOTSPOTTER

Enrich the data collected  
at a shooting incident

Capture details around Respond 
alerts for future analysis and reporting

Manage NIBIN Leads generated  
from a shooting incident

Track investigative processing  
and follow-up assignments

Automate NIBIN lead capture

Gather insight into your gun crime 
unit’s workload and effectiveness 
via reporting and data visualizations

Generate monthly statistics to  
support grant reporting requirements

WITH SHOTSPOTTER GUN CRIME 
MANAGEMENT YOU CAN:

Screen Respond alerts  
and other incident data

Import NIBIN leads

Prioritize leadsAnalyze ballistics

Automatically correlate  
and link gun cases

Create automated tasks 
based on agency workflows

Support quality control 
based on CGIC  
Best Practices

Provide feedback  
to internal and external 

stakeholders

Web-based collaboration 
accessible to all users 

Users receive reminders of  
case assignments/activities

Promote successful and 
efficient prosecutions

GUN CRIME MANAGEMENT WITHOUT SHOTSPOTTERGUN CRIME MANAGEMENT WITHOUT SHOTSPOTTER

Detectives screened 
Respond alert & created  
a shooting scene folder

NIBIN Lead 
Logged 

Lead Associated with 
Existing Shooting Case(s) 

are Logged in Excel

Analysis and NIBIN 
Lead Generated

Correlated Cases are 
Tracked in Excel

Detectives Receive 
Updates in Word

Very Ineffective Oversight 
or Reporting

Limited Feedback to 
Partners via email 

or phone

Shooting Cases are 
Updated in Word

Case Assignments are 
logged in Excel

Prosecutions 
Occur
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